Winter Term 2020
Term 2, Issue 4

The WHPS Newsletter
FROM THE HEADMASTER’S DESK - RETURN TO WHPS
This is an exciting time as we continue to prepare for our boys to return to the WHPS
Campus. We are thrilled to be welcoming the Grade Sevens back on Monday
1 June 2020. From 8 June, further grades will begin to return in a guided, systematic
manner.
We would like to welcome the rest of our senior and junior prep boys to the school
campus as they return to their classes. WHPS is planning a staggered re-entry to
provide the children with some face-to-face contact time. Please see the dates
below and the grades that will be on the school campus from Monday 8 June –
Friday 19 June. WHPS Online Teaching and Learning (WOTL) will continue during
the off-campus days and for those who will not be at school during this time.
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Please complete the survey that you will receive to indicate your decision
regarding your son’s return to the school campus. Please be aware that boys who
are not returning to school, will not be prejudiced in any way. As you are aware,
the online offering is different in nature to the face-to-face teaching in any school.
In the survey you will be asked to provide an explanation if you have chosen not to
let your son return to the campus.
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I would like to clarify that your decision allowing your son to attend lessons at
school must remain constant. He will be required to attend full time, unless the
situation changes regarding your son’s, your family’s, or the community’s safety.
Boys who have committed to attend school must do so on all days as scheduled,
unless they are ill or there are extenuating circumstances. In these situations, we
request that they are discussed with the school. The safety of the boys, the staff
and the WHPS family is of paramount importance.
I have attached the updated WHPS COVID-19 Protocol Policy to this email. Please
refer to this comprehensive document that explains the extent of the COVID-19
Task Team’s preparation for the school’s reopening and return of our boys.
Once you have read the WHPS Protocol Policy please follow this YouTube link
(https://youtu.be/tDmq3e7FnBU) for an interesting opinion offered by Paediatric
Pulmonologist, Dr Fiona Kritzinger, which explains school returns in a very clear and
sensible way.
Should you have any questions please feel free to contact your son’s teacher or
anyone on the Covid-19 Task Team:
COVID-19 Compliance Officer:

Rob Neilson – robn@whps.co.za

Protocol and medical liaison:

Ryan Sweetlove – ryans@whps.co.za

Estate Manager, COVID-19 Operations: Rob Watson – robw@whps.co.za
Headmaster:

Mark Whitelaw – markw@whps.co.za

Medical Advice:

Dr I van der Merwe, Dr Z Ebrahim

(Liaise with Ryan Sweetlove who will direct your query to the advising doctors)

Arrival and Departure Times Procedure - The School Day:
There will be a staggered arrival times for the start of the school day for each
grade. This will enable us to manage the systematic screening process of each
pupil coming to school.
Arrival
07:00 - 07:25
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Protocol Procedure – Screening; Drop-off and Pick-up:
1. Home Screening
 Each child must be screened by parents at home before the school day.
 This includes taking his temperature and checking for any symptoms including
dry cough, fever, sore throat, headaches, rash or discolouration of skin.
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Also report any of the following additional symptoms: body aches, loss of smell
or loss of taste, nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, fatigue, weakness or tiredness that
might risk the health of other people.



If your son displays an elevated temperature of higher than 37,5 °C or any
symptoms of COVID-19, he must remain at home. Please notify his register
teacher via email as early as possible.



If a member of your family has come into contact with someone who has
tested positive for COVID-19 then you must keep your son at home and seek
medical attention.

2. Sanitising, face masks and face shields


Please sanitise your son’s bag on departure.



Each boy must have a 3-layered cloth face mask. Please ensure that these
adhere to the correct regulations for face masks. These must be washed every
day and each boy will require at least 2 masks.



Each boy must have hand sanitiser in his possession every day. They will receive
a small bottle of sanitiser from the Parents’ Association. We thank the PA for this
thoughtful contribution. The bottles must be labelled using a label from your
child’s label pack when the boys bring their sanitisers home.



Boys will be given a face shield to wear during teaching time. This will be kept in
his classroom.

3. Arrival at WHPS - School Screening


On arrival at school, all staff and pupils will be screened.



Each boy will be issued a Unique QR code for our screening process. You will
receive these via email. You will be required to print your sons QR code, which
should then be secured and visible on the passenger side of the vehicle’s windscreen.



When entering the WHPS gates you will be directed to a parking bay.



A member of staff will scan the code through your windscreen and take your
son’s temperature through the passenger window (boys must have their masks
on for this process).



If your son’s temperature is within the acceptable range, you may drive to the
drop off area where your son may leave the car and enter the school grounds.
He will proceed to the gate with his bag, have his hands sanitised and walk
across the sanitising mat to sterilise the soles of his shoes.



If a pupil has an elevated temperature of higher than 37,5 °C they will not be
permitted access to school property. Parents will be requested to seek medical
attention and to complete a detailed questionnaire, by means of a Google
form which they will receive via email from the school.



No parents are to exit their vehicles at any stage of the drop-off procedure.



Your son will move directly to his classroom where he will be received by his
class teacher. He will place his bag inside an area next to his desk.



Early arrivals (prior to the stipulated drop-off time for each grade) will be
screened by Security and directed to the early arrival area in the Waterkloof
House Theatre, where children will be seated 1.5m apart.
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Late arrivals will be escorted by Security to the waiting area at the WHPSian
Fountain. They will be collected by a staff member. Please don’t be late!



No boys are to remain on campus after the school day. They are required to
leave the premises immediately. Any boy at school after this time needs to sit
on the grass, 2m apart, outside the Waterkloof House Theatre (WHT) OR they
will be seated in the WHT at designated desks in the event of cold weather.



The return of Boarders will be discussed in individual Boarder Parents’ Letter.

End of day/ Pick-up:


At the end of the school day, the boys will ensure that they leave their area
in the classroom in a neat and tidy state before the afternoon cleaning
regime is done by the school in preparation for the next day. Parents must
collect their sons at the designated time from the school carpark following
the end of the school day.



Please note that at this stage of the reopening of school there will be no
afternoon activities or aftercare for the foreseeable future.

Uniform / Dress: (Refer to your son’s timetable)
The dress protocols for during the week are as follows for this period of time:
Practice Kit – on days when the boys have physical education (PE) they must
wear normal school practice kit, short white socks, white takkies, grey jersey and
full tracksuit.
Civvies - on days when they do not have PE boys may wear tracksuits, long
sleeve tops, long pants and closed shoes. No flip flops or open shoes are
permitted. They may wear comfortable civvies on days that they have human
movement.
We require the assistance of parents to ensure that all clothes, including school
tracksuits and grey school jerseys are washed every day after being worn to
school. Please ensure that all clothes are clearly marked, including civvies.
School Shop:
Online orders can be placed. Please use the link for your orders:
https://whpsschool.com/shop/
There will be no walk-in sales for the immediate future.
Haircuts/ Hairstyles:
Boys must conform to the hair policy on their return to school. However, if a boy
is unable to have his hair cut at this stage, we do understand. Unacceptable
hairstyles are not allowed, and boys will need to rectify their hairstyles to the best
of their ability.
We have prepared a brief video for you to watch as parents and with your sons
in preparation for their return to school: Click here
I eagerly anticipate the arrival of your sons back at school, face to face.
Yours sincerely
Mark Whitelaw / Headmaster
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KEEPING UP WITH THE SPORT DEPARTMENT
It has been a very different experience for the sports department, as we are used
to seeing the fields, courts and turfs filled with excited children practising and
enjoying the chosen sport on offer. We would have been in the middle of rugby
season now, and I miss so many things about it. I miss hearing the crunching of the
studs on the bricks, when the boys are coming from their classrooms to the fields. I
miss the sounds of whistles, as the coaches put the boys through their paces. I miss
the grunting and groaning from the boys during a tough fitness session. I miss seeing
the boys kicking for poles at every opportunity they get. The sound I definitely miss
the most, is the war cries, “2; 3 WHPS”, from teams after a tough session or match,
as each team tries to perform their war cry louder than the other. The sound of a
brotherhood and boys declaring their love for their school. I miss Saturdays, getting
up early for mini sport, on a chilli Autumn morning with the smell of coffee brewing
from the tuck shop wafting across the fields. This followed by the typical traditional
South African Rugby Derby and the smell of boerewors cooking. I miss the tunnels
the boys make chanting “WHPS; WHPS …….maroon and grey”, as their fellow
WHPSians take the field to go to battle against the opposition. This followed by a
cold beverage in WILFS reliving the matches.
It is easy to take for granted what we once had, and often we only realise how
great something was when it’s taken away from us or is no longer available to us. I
encourage you to take this opportunity to reflect and realise how fortunate we are
to have all these experiences on offer at WHPS and to ensure that when we take to
the fields, turfs, or courts again, to enjoy every minute, and most importantly give
of your very best. It’s important to remember that when you play, you are not
playing for anyone else but your fellow WHPSians.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my sports department for their support
and their vision and ambition, during this difficult situation. I hope you are enjoying
the challenges and the Live Streaming of the Football and Hockey sessions by Mr
Holmwood and Mr Lembethe respectively.
This situation we are faced with, is very similar to playing a tough fixture against a
local rival. We need to work as a team. We need to help each other and show
courage and determination. We need to be there for one another and help each
other when things get tough. Focus on the positives and always remember to be
kind. Remember to always “Work Hard, Play Straight”.
Garth Turvey / Deputy Head Extra Murals
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WE ARE PROUD OF OUR JUNIOR PREP BOYS
The teachers in the Junior department are truly grateful and blown away by the
positive feedback from the boys and their parents with regard to online learning. It
is most gratifying to see the uploaded photos and videos of the boys in action,
carrying out their online tasks with such enthusiasm. Most of the boys have
established a sound routine and they are working hard. Boys, we really appreciate
your neat work and beautiful drawings that you are submitting to us. We cannot
wait to see your smiling faces again and your friendly chats.
These are challenging and uncertain times for everyone, yet the Junior boys have
grasped the opportunity of online learning with both hands. Some boys and
parents have felt overwhelmed at times, which is quite normal. We encourage you
to contact us personally, should you feel that you are not coping with the
workload. You are encouraged to have fun and enjoy each activity that is sent to
you. This is your opportunity to be creative and innovative. We have certainly seen
the boys’ creativity coming through.
The boys have managed to adopt and internalise the 16 Habits of Mind, as they
carry out their tasks on a very different kind of platform to a normal day at school.
We have noticed them applying their knowledge to new situations, taking risks,
being open to learning new things and finding humour, to name a few.
Thank you to the parents for supporting your sons at home and for all your support
towards us as their teachers. We miss the boys and we cannot wait to see them
back at school soon.
Delaille Sass / HOD Junior Prep
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WE ARE ALL MAKERS - D&T
I think everybody has heard something similar to ‘ 85% of jobs that will exist in 2030
have not been invented yet.’ According to Dell Technologies, "The pace of
change will be so rapid that people will learn 'in the moment' using new
technologies such as augmented reality and virtual reality. The ability to gain new
knowledge will be more valuable than the knowledge itself,"
That is why we need to develop resourcefulness and creativity in our children.
Design and technology, otherwise known as D&T, is the type of subject that is
increasingly recognized to develop these types of thinking. Worldwide there is a
resurgence and recognition of the importance of STEM and STEAM.
STEM is an approach to learning and development that integrates the areas of
science, technology, engineering and mathematics. If you add Art to the
equation you get STEAM. It underlines the need for an integrated approach to
learning.
Through STEM, students develop key skills including: problem solving, creativity,
critical analysis, teamwork, independent thinking, initiative, communication,
digital literacy.
Why is STEM important?
The global economy is changing. Current jobs are disappearing due to
automation and new jobs are emerging every day as a result of technological
advances. The continual advances in technology are changing the way students
learn, connect and interact every day. Skills developed by students through STEM
provide them with the foundation to succeed at school and beyond. Employer
demand for STEM qualifications and skills is high, and will continue to increase in
the future. (from an article Department of Education, Western Australia)
So design and technology will not just help a boy understand a concept, think
creatively and communicate his ideas through drawing or design programs, it will
help him become a thinker and problem solver. It takes considerable skill to take
a concept or idea and convert it into a 3-Dimensional object or design. So get
your little guy or girl into the workshop or garage. Let them think creatively about
using objects for alternative uses, and make those projects, for it is in doing that
they will learn.
I leave you with two quotes from THE MAKER MOVEMENT MANIFESTO:
PLAY
Be playful with what you are making, and you will be surprised, excited, and
proud of what you discover.
MAKE
Make. Just make. This is the key. The world is a better place as a participatory
sport. Being creative, the act of creating and making, is actually fundamental to
what it means to be human.
Rob Neilson / Deputy Head
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HABIT # 11 - CREATE, IMAGINE AND INNOVATE
All human beings have the capacity to generate novel, original, clever or

ingenious products, solutions, and techniques - if that capacity is developed.
Creative human beings try to conceive problem solutions differently, examining
alternative possibilities from many angles. They are intrinsically rather than
extrinsically motivated, working on the task because of the aesthetic challenge
rather than the material rewards. Creative people are open to criticism.
Students, however, are often heard saying, “I can’t draw,” “I was never very good
at art,” “I can’t sing a note,” “I’m not creative”. Some people believe creative
humans are just born that way; in their genes and chromosomes. This is far from the
truth. Being creative is something that they must work at, not something they are
born with.

https://www.pangeaeducation.org/the-unwelcome-stranger to provide important

“To think creatively,
we must be able to
look afresh at what we
normally take for
granted.”

public health information through a narrative that empowers parents to discuss this

- George Kneller

Around the world, families and communities face a great deal of uncertainty
amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Pangea Publishing wrote this story available on

subject with their children. Included with the book are project-based learning
activities families can complete with children while they are home from school.
We need to help our children see that there are many ways to generate ideas and
solve problems. Let's help them take risks and push themselves so that they grow.
Brigitte Theunissen / Deputy Head Academics

BIRTHDAYS
Tanner Hussein 2T

24 May

8

Damian Jardim 4D

25 May

10

Caleb Jenkins 000S
Katleho Nyapholi 3C

4
26 May

Viyaan Rampersadh 000L
Cole Gough 3C
Cole Kohrs 000L
Katlego Motlonye 4D
Sam Haines 00J
Tshwetso Scholz 00Z
Milan Raffa 5K
Sebastian Steenekamp 3B
Nathan Brassel
Khumo Mothapo

9
4
9

27 May

29 May
30 May
31 May

4
10
5
5
11
9
4
4
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RECIPES FROM THE WHPS KITCHEN
Our catering manager and house mother, Barbara Roebuck, will be sharing a
range of delicious recipes over the next few weeks. We hope that you will enjoy
making and enjoying some of them as a family.
Feel free to send us some photos of your creations and of you enjoying what you
have made.
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THE MAROON PAGES

Face Masks for Kids
Home based handmade masks
R50.00 each
Adults: S m all Mediu m Lar ge
(Grey & Black)
Children: 3 – 6 years
7 – 9 years
10 – 13 years
Contact details:
Jennifer Brosens
083 4005319
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THE MAROON PAGES

We hire out décor & accessories, glasses, platters,
wine coolers, & much more for parties, weddings
and all other occasions. Visit our website, or make
an appointment to come to the showroom

www.luxhire.co.za
Call us on 084 207 1858
info@luxhire.co.za

Aloe Sanitiser
250ml R90.00
Pet Care
Sham-Pet (300ml) R55.00
Resist-A-Bug (300ml)
R43.00 (for human and animal use)
Jennifer Brosens
083 4005319
jenniferzia21@gmail.com

PILATES | REHABILITATION |
SPORTS INJURIES
Treatment of
Lower back, neck and shoulder pain.
Knee and hip pain
Headaches
Sports injuries
BRIDGET@BRIDGETBIO.ROCKS

Pre and Post operative rehabilitation
Sport specific training programs

0837425671
PRACTICE# PR0206911

∞ www.prosopa.co.za | Dino 082 568 2981 ∞
∞ Free deliveries, Pretoria area only ∞
∞ Minimum order R500 value ∞
∞ Order one day in advance please ∞

Home exercise programs.
Pilates classes

An
nual Athletic Sports and Speech Day 1923
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THE MAROON PAGES
South Africa Ranks as one of the worst countries in terms of cyber security and is one of the most targeted countries in cyber-attacks.
In 2017 an international study concluded that hackers were attacking at a
rate of 39 seconds per attack, presently it is estimated that ransomware
attacks are launched every 14 seconds and by 2021 it will be every 11
seconds.
Ransomware attacks can be extremely costly and working from home increases
cybersecurity threats.
Can you afford a to lose your company data? … Are you CyberPrepared?
Don’t let your company become a cybercrime victim statistic.
We can help you come up with a risk mitigation plan and our Cybersecurity and
Data Protection solutions can provide you with enterprise-level protection at
affordable prices.

Email us: info@ntec.co.za

Budeez Masks
3 layers

R 40.00 each
Sizes: Men’s L + XL /
Ladies / Teens /
Children 3 – 6 / 7 – 12
years
Various colours
available
Contact Ally Botha
073 656 4243
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THE MAROON PAGES

JV Enterprises

Jv enterprises is an established waterproofing
company servicing residential and commercial markets based in
Pretoria east servicing Gauteng and surroundings provinces

We have successfully completed numerous projects for Unitrans,
Toyota , Ricoh and numerous government buildings as well as every
small job offered to us for the residential market in Woodhill,
Waterkloof, Silverlakes etc.

Please do not hesitate to contact us for a free quotation and solution to your waterproofing issues.

CHIROPRACTOR IN BROOKLYN
for the treatment of neck and back pain, headaches, muscle and sports injuries
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Johan Visage: 082 922 2800
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